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Abstract—Option Pricing is a fundamental application in
most ﬁnancial institutions dealing with derivative market. It
frequently requires huge computational effort and low latency
demand. Therefore, a number of different Option Pricing implementations have been developed on FPGA-based platform.
However, none of the existing works cover more than one
models or different types of options, which yields problem
of productively implementing several hardware accelerators
for different models. To ﬁll in the gap, we propose a design
ﬂow for generating efﬁcient hardware accelerators for option
pricing applications with different models and option types.
The framework boosts the designers productivity and enables
quick prototyping on FPGA platform by providing general
template architecture for option pricing applications. The
architecture comes along with a prebuilt design library, which
covers a wide range of popular ﬁnancial models. Experimental
results for four models show that the accelerators generated
from our design ﬂow outperform their counterpart software
implementation with two order of magnitude speedup. While
comparing with existing hardware designs for the same models,
our framework can produce the accelerators that overcome
most of manual designed engines.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Option trading is the fundamental operation of every
ﬁnancial institution; therefore, evaluating the option accurately and fairly is essential for the business of these ﬁnancial
company and their customers [11]. However, the appearance
of highly complex options, which involve multiple underlying assets or contains complicated contractual features,
makes the pricing problem a very challenge task. Besides,
new underlying models for describing the stock prices have
been added more and more features to better reﬂect the
real behavior of the market. All of these complexities make
the option pricing problems computationally intensive. The
low latency demand is another important factor that drives
ﬁnancial ﬁrms accelerate their pricing process. In the era
of automated trading, the prices of the ﬁnancial products
change within a small fraction of second. In this competitive
environment, faster and more accurate pricing can bring a
huge advantage and proﬁt for ﬁnancial ﬁrms. Therefore, high
performance computing needs to be exploited to support real
time pricing [25].
c
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Amongst other options for high performance computing
in ﬁnance like GPU or CPU cluster, FPGA has proven itself
as a promising candidate for option pricing application due
to the following features. First of all, FPGA accelerators can
exploit different levels of parallelism inherent in the pricing
methods: from instruction level, thread level to data level
with pipeline parallelism [17]. Moreover, they can provide
the same performance with much less power, size and cost
in comparison with commodity CPU [17]. Last but not least,
the potential on low latency network interface for updating
market information and trading decision brings the unique
advantage for FPGA implementation.
Because of its high potential and advantages, FPGA
has been intensively studied over the last few years to
accelerate the option pricing problem. Although a number
of hardware (HW) implementations for option pricing have
been reported with huge speedup and lots of energy saving
[20], the productivity is still a challenge when it comes
to FPGA design as compared to GPU and CPU [14].
Most existing works proposed the hardware designs for one
particular pricing model only: either Black Scholes [19–21]
or Heston [5, 6, 8, 9]. Because the computational features/
characteristics of pricing models are different in nature,
when users need to switch between different models, the
designers have to restart the design process from beginning,
which consumes lots of time and effort. To address this
problem, we introduce a generic framework that can help
designers to generate efﬁcient and high quality hardware
accelerators, which can facilitate different pricing models as
well as various types of options. Following are the main
Contributions of our framework:
• A generic design ﬂow that can automatically optimize
and generate the hardware accelerators from a high
level description of option pricing application;
• A template of modular and parameterizable hardware
architecture that covers all different computational features of various pricing models;
• A library for the hardware implementation of most
popular pricing models: Black Scholes; Merton; Heston
and Bates;

A heuristic to ﬁnd optimization parameters for abovementioned hardware designs;
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section
2, an overview of option pricing application and underlying
models are provided. Section 3 highlights existing works
related to hardware implementation of the option pricing.
The proposed design ﬂow and the heuristic for optimizing
design parameters are detailed in Section 4. The generic
hardware architecture is described in Section 5. Section 6
discusses the experimental setup and the results. Finally,
summary and future plans are concluded in Section 7.
•

II. BACKGROUND
A. Option overview
Option is a contract between two parties that provide the
buyer the right to execute a transaction on one or several
underlying assets (stock, currency, index or debt) with a
strike price K at a future moment T (maturity or expiry)
under speciﬁc conditions. An option is a Call Option if
the buyer has the right to buy in the future; whereas an
Option with the right to sell is called Put Option. The proﬁt
from Option at maturity is deﬁned by the payoff, which
depends on the exercise condition, the Strike price K and
the underlying asset price at maturity T . Our framework can
be applied to a wide range of European options, which are
executed only at Expiry. Based on the deﬁnition in [11], the
following Option Type are implemented in our framework:
• Vanilla Option: the most popular and traditional type
of option, the payoff condition depends on the strike
price K, and the stock price at Expiry;
• Asian Option: the Strike price is deﬁned as the arithmetic average of the underlying asset price during the
contract period;
• Barrier Option: the payoff condition is deﬁned by
whether its underlying assets price achieves speciﬁc
values.
• Binary Option: Binary options are options with discontinuous payoffs. A simple example of a binary option
is a cash-or-nothing call. This pays off nothing if the
asset price ends up below the strike price at time T and
pays a ﬁxed amount, Q, if it ends up above the strike
price.
• Lookback Option: The payoffs from lookback options
depend on the maximum or minimum asset price
reached during the life of the option.
B. Option pricing problem
Options are one of the most widely traded products in the
market [11]. Therefore, ﬁnancial institutions need to deﬁne
the fair option price to avoid the arbitration opportunity from
their competitors. The typical option pricing procedure is
illustrated in Figure 1.
First of all, the evolvement of the underlying asset price
needs to be described through a model. Based on the model
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Option pricing procedure

and current assets price S0 , the price at maturity ST can
be calculated. After that, the option price at maturity CT is
computed using payof f function. Finally, the future option
price CT is discounted to get the current option price C0 .
From the pricing process, we can recognize the ultimate
importance of the underlying asset price model. The most
popular and widely used models are Black-Scholes model,
Merton model, Heston model and Bates model [11].
1) Black-Scholes model: Black-Scholes (BS) model has
been introduced in 1973 and widely adopted by ﬁnancial
institution for option pricing problem [11]. In this model,
Black and Scholes use perfect market hypothesis to assume
that all the known information of market has been included
in the prices of traded asset. Therefore, the asset price follows a Brownian motion with constant drift μ and volatility
σ:
dSt
= μdt + σdWt
St

(1)

where Wt is the Wiener random process, which is in the
order of N (0, T ), a Gaussian distribution with T as standard
deviation.
dWt = Wt − W0 ≈ N (0, T )

(2)

2) Heston model: One disadvantage of the BS model
is the assumption that the volatility is always constant.
This assumption does not reﬂect the properties of real
market and may introduce discrepancy between computed
option price and real price. Therefore, Steven L. Heston
introduced the stochastic volatility to improve the BlackScholes model. This improvement described the stock price
behavior much more accurately and the model is widely
accepted in ﬁnancial community [11]. The Heston model
has two stochastic differential equations which describe the
randomness in both the asset price S and volatility V :
√
dSt
= μdt + vt dWt1
St
√
dvt = κ(θ − vt )dt + σ vt dWt2

(3)
(4)

Here, W 1 and W 2 are two Brownian motions with the
correlation ρ that model the randomness of the market. t is
the time, and the other parameters further specify the speciﬁc
behavior of the ﬁnancial market.
3) Merton model: Another way to bring the BS model
closer to the real market is to include a Jump component to
the diffusion process of the stock price. That was proposed
by Merton [13], and the formula is described in Equation 5.
dSt
= μdt + σdWt + dZt
St

(5)

where dZt describes the Jump component and usually follows a Poison process.
4) Bates model: Bates introduced a new model which
contains both the features of stochastic volatility and jump
process in 1996 [3]. The asset price is then described in
Equation 6 and 7.
√
dSt
= μdt + vt dWt1 + dZt
St
√
dvt = κ(θ − vt )dt + σ vt dWt2

(6)
(7)

C. Pricing methods
From these models we can have several choices to deﬁne
the dependency of the Option price on the Stock price S, the
volatility V and the time T . The way that we describe this
relationship also deﬁnes the numerical method used to price
the option. First of all, the stochastic differential equations
(SDE) are the most straight forward way to describe the
abovementioned dependencies. For numerical computation,
there are several options to derive the option price, namely:
Monte-Carlo (MC) Simulation, Finite Different methods,
Binomial tree and Quadrature Method. Among them, MC is
the most widely used methods because of its simplicity and
generality: it can be applied to almost all option types as well
as underlying stock models [10]. Therefore, our framework
focuses on the hardware accelerators for the Monte-Carlo
method in option pricing applications.
III. R ELATED W ORK
Because of its potential and relevance, FPGA is extensively studied for improving the performance of option
pricing applications.
A. Black Scholes Model
The earliest works on FPGA-based accelerators for option
pricing were dedicated to the traditional Black Scholes
models. Being one of the active academic group focused on
this problem, Xiang Tian et al. developed their ﬁrst option
pricing accelerator on Maxwell platform, which achieves
340 times speedup over 2.66 GHz Intel Pentium IV software
implementation [19]. Their later design on Quasi Monte
Carlo pricing engine has 544 times speedup over Intel Xeon
CPU and more than 10 times over NVIDIA 8800GTX GPU
[20]. Another research group which is very active in this area
is Custom Computing group from Imperial College London.

Tse et al. introduced the FPGA implementation for exotic
option that outperforms the CPU 313 times and 2.2 times
faster than Tesla C1060 GPU implementation [23]. A mixedprecision approach has been proposed by Gary et al. for
accelerating MC simulation in [7]; as a result, pricing the
Asian option can be shortened by 44 times using FPGA
Virtex-6.
B. Heston Model
Heston model is the second most popular pricing model
that has been adopted in the hardware community. The
pioneer FPGA design by Schryver et al. [8] can achieve 35%
speed of the Tesla C2050 GPU implementation with only
40% energy consumption. The same authors have reported
a better design for Multi Level Monte Carlo (MLMC)
method with Barrier Option in [9]. Extending previous
works, Brugger et.al. proposed a framework for mixedprecision design for accelerating MLMC pricing method in
[6] and a hardware implementation on Zynq platform that
is 12.5 times faster and 153 times more power efﬁcient than
previous design [5].
Our work is different from above-mentioned designs in the
fact that our framework can be used to generate the pricing
engines for multiple different pricing models and option
types, while previous works introduced the architectures
applicable for one particular pricing model only.
C. Framework
The closest work to our contribution is the one proposed
by Thomas et al. in [18]. The authors have developed a
methodology to automatically generate reconﬁgurable hardware for Monte Carlo simulation in ﬁnancial applications.
The hardware accelerators from the design ﬂow can achieve
an average of 87 times speedup compared with software
implementation on 2.66GHz Pentium IV. Our framework
fundamentally differentiates from previous one in 2 ways.
First, we focus closely on the option pricing applications;
hence, our proposed generic hardware architecture are carefully customized to the computational characteristics of the
pricing problem. This customization brings advantages in
both the development time as well as the performance of the
generated accelerators. Second, we integrate an optimization
process to derive the most efﬁcient design parameters for the
hardware accelerators.
IV. D ESIGN FLOW AND OPTIMIZATION FRAMEWORK
In this section, we propose a generic design ﬂow that can
generate efﬁcient accelerators for different types of options
and all the models mentioned-above. Besides, a framework
that can be used to optimize the engine parameters according
to different design constraints is also developed to shorten
the development process. Our proposed design is illustrated
in Figure 2. The input of the design ﬂow is a speciﬁcation of
an option pricing query which includes all the information
needed for generating the HW accelerator and obtaining the
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Generic framework

option price. The speciﬁcation is written in XML ﬁle and
contains following details about the pricing request:
•
•
•

•
•

•

Option Type Parameters: Vanilla, Asian, Barrier, Binary
or Lookback;
Model Parameters: Black Scholes, Merton, Heston or
Bates;
Option Parameters (general variables for all types of
option): Strike price K, current stock value S0 , volatility
σ, mean of expected return μ, number of time steps,
number of paths, maturity T;
Jump Parameters: jump rate λ, jump mean α, jump
deviation β ;
Stochastic Volatility (SV) Parameters: reversion rate κ,
Variance of volatility ξ, long term variance θ, correlation coefﬁcient ρ ;
User constraints: timing constraint, precision constraint
or HW resource constraint.

The ﬁrst main block of the framework is the Analysis
and Optimization Module (AOM). Basically, this module
considers the Option Type and Option Model, analyzes
the Design Constraints and generates the optimal Engine
Parameters for the next block. The essence of AOM is an
optimization algorithm which is a heuristic search algorithm
that intelligently traverses the design space to ﬁnd the most
efﬁcient design point. The design space is given by all

the available set of Engine Parameters such as: number of
bits for exponential (e) and mantissa (m) of ﬂoating point
representation; number of hardware instances pipes and the
frequency of the Hardware F . The procedure is described
in Algorithm 1. The input of the Algorithm is the design
constraints given by the designer in the Speciﬁcation of
pricing request. The constraints might contain requirement
of the error , the available hardware resource HW , and
the timing condition, which is translated to throughput
requirement tp. Taking into account the input, the heuristic
produces the most efﬁcient engine Eopt conﬁguration, which
is represented as a tuple of number representation (m, e),
number of HW instances pipes, and the operating frequency
F . Using proﬁling method, the Algorithm ﬁrst deﬁnes the
number representation (m0 = 41, e0 = 7), which satisﬁed
the error requirement = 5% . Then, it synthesizes the
smallest conﬁguration E0 = {(m0 , e0 ), pipes = 1, F =
100} to obtain the HW usage of 1 instance with standard
frequency F = 100M Hz. The ﬂag of successfully ﬁnding
the optimal conﬁguration is set to False in line 3. The
maximal frequency that makes the minimal conﬁguration
with 1 HW instance satisfy the throughput requirement is
assigned in line 4. The upper bound of the number of HW
instance implemented is set in line 5. The next FOR loop
iterates through possible number of HW instances (Line 6),
computes the minimal operating frequency (Line 7), and
checks if the minimum conﬁguration for that number of HW
instance is feasible to implement on FPGA (line 8). If the
minimal conﬁguration is not feasible, the loop reduces the
number of HW instances (Line 21). Otherwise, it indicates
that an available conﬁguration found (Line 11) and continues
searching for the maximal frequency using binary search (the
While loop). At the current state, the heuristic search is quite
simple and require synthesis tool to check the feasibility of
the design. In future, a hardware utilization model along with
a performance model can be integrated for faster evaluation
and facilitate more advance optimization algorithms.
The output of the AOM is the most efﬁcient value of
Engine Parameters which are passed to the Automatic HW
Generation (AHG) block. This block uses these Engine
Parameters to conﬁgure the available HW modules in the
HW library, combine these modules into a complete engine
and generate the VHDL ﬁle for the engine.
To better understand the mechanism of the framework
and the functionality of each module , an overview of the
general architecture of the pricing engines is provided in
the next Section. As presented in Figure 2, the HW library
contains the architecture of 4 pricing engines associated with
abovementioned 4 pricing models. Each pricing engine has
two main parts: control path and data path. The data paths
mainly contain arithmetic operations and will dominate the
HW consumption as well as the latency of each engine.
The control paths are used to manage the data transfer
and synchronization between data path modules. Both the

Algorithm 1 Finding the most efﬁcient Engine Parameters
Input: Design constraint: HW, tp, 
Output: Most efﬁcient Engine Parameters : E = {(m, e), pipes, F }
1: Proﬁling to get the number representation (m0 , e0 ) satisﬁed the accuracy 
2: Synthesize the minimal HW conﬁguration with: E0 = {(m0 , e0 ), pipes =
1, F = 100} to get the results HW0
3: available = F ALSE
4: Fmax = tp
5: max pipes = HW/HW0
6: for i = max pipes to 1 do
7:
Fmin = tp/i
8:
if synthesize(Ei = {(m0 , e0 ), pipes = i, F = Fmin }) = feasible then
9:
pipesopt = i
10:
Fopt = Fmin
11:
available = T RU E
12:
while (Fmax > Fmin + 1) do
13:
if synthesize(Ei = {(m0 , e0 ), pipes = i, F = Fmax }) =
feasible then
14:
Fopt = Fmax
15:
Break
16:
else
17:
Fmax = (Fmax + Fmin )/2
18:
end if
19:
end while
20:
else
21:
N ext
22:
end if
23: end for
24: if available=TRUE then
25:
Return E = {(m, e), pipesopt , Fopt }
26: else
27:
Print(”there is no conﬁguration satisﬁed the constraint”)
28: end if

control paths and data paths are designed with a focus on
ﬂexibility and modularization, that means these modules
contain some features that can be parameterized with the
Engine Parameters. In the data paths, these features will be
the constant and the user deﬁned type, while in the control
path the I/O enable signals and the routing signals between
blocks are customizable.
V. P RICING E NGINE A RCHITECTURE
This section provides the implementation details and
architecture of the generic pricing engine mentioned above.
First we review the procedure of MC simulation applied to
pricing problem with different models; then design of the
HW accelerator for MC pricing method is developed with
parameterizable functionality in mind.
A. MC method overview
MC method is a numerical method that is widely used
to simulate stochastic processes. The essence of the method
is based on the procedure of sampling underlying random
variables, then computing the outcome of the process and
setting the average of all simulated outcomes as the required
value. The MC simulation method is intensively used for
option pricing problems because it is robust and stable; it
can be used to derive options without closed form formula
and the complexity of the method does not increase exponentially with the dimension of underlying assets. Therefore,
this method is a promising candidate for high performance
computing accelerator. Moreover, the independence between
simulated paths makes it more attractive for parallel computing systems like FPGAs and GPUs.

The procedure of MC method can be described as follows:
ﬁrstly, the pricing period is discretized into small time steps
δt; then, the continuous stochastics differential equations
(SDE) of the pricing model is translated into discrete version
to describe the change of the asset price and volatility in one
time step. After that, all the random movements of price
and volatility within period [0, T ] are accumulated to get
the asset price for one simulation path. The option price
for each path at time T is computed using payoff function.
Then, the expected option price at time T is deﬁned as the
average of all simulated option prices. Finally, the current
price for the option is discounted from its price in time T .
B. HW design of MC engine
The HW architecture of the MC engine is presented in
Figure 3 and closely follows the procedure described in
the previous Section. The blocks inside the dotted rectangle
Point are responsible for computing the movement of stock
price for each time step, while the Payoff Core is only
executed at the last time step to compute the ﬁnal price of a
Path (outer dotted rectangle). In other words, the Point Rectangle is the inner most loop iterating through all the time
steps, while the Path Rectangle is the outer loop iterating
through all the simulated paths. The Coeff. Precomputation
block is implemented in the highest hierarchal level and
executed only once at the beginning of pricing procedure.
As suggested by its name, this block precomputes all the
constant parameters during the pricing process, so that they
are not redundantly recomputed in the inside process. As
can be seen in Figure 3, there are two types of input
parameters: the Model Parameters and Option Parameters
(red color) are conﬁguration inputs, which are used by the
HW Generator Block to deﬁne appropriate architecture that
needs to be loaded. The Model Parameters determine which
HW modules from library need to be conﬁgured in the
Coeff. Precomputation block, Variance Core and Price Core.
Based on the type of underlying models, they also decide
whether or not to include the Possion Generator and Jump
Generator in the design, and how many Gaussian Number
Generators (GNG) need to be implemented. Having smaller
impact on the design, the Option Type Parameters decide the
conﬁguration need to be loaded in the Existence Core and
Payoff Core. In contrast to Model Parameters and Option
Parameters, the rest of the inputs (Jump Paras, SV Paras,
Option Paras) are presented in black color and affect only the
execution phase when a particular pricing engine is already
loaded into the FPGA. These parameters are fed as input
data to relevant modules of the conﬁgured pricing engine to
produce appropriate output results during execution.
As can be observed from Figure 3, the overall architecture
of the pricing engine is developed in a highly modular
fashion so that it can accommodate various types of option
and underlying models. The functionality of each block is
described in detail as follows:
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number are generated using Min-Twister methods (block
UNG). Then they are converted to Gaussian random number
using Box-Muller method. This block is designed with the
algorithms given in [12] and [26] .The conﬁguration factor
of this block, which is controlled by Model Paras, is the
number of GNG instances. For models with constant Volatility (Black Scholes and Merton), there is only 1 instance
implemented, while SV models (Heston, Bates) require two
instances per time step. Moreover, the Gaussian numbers
generated for SV models are correlated to each others with
correlation coefﬁcient ρ. The functional scheme of GNGs
block for SV models are presented in Figure 5.
The Variance Core is included in pricing engine by Models Paras when working with Stochastic Volatility models
(Heston, Bates). Its function is to compute the volatility of
the next time step. The discretization formula of this block
is given in Equation 8 [16] and the optimized version with
precomputed parameters is given in Equation 9.
V (t + dt) = V (t) + κ(θ − V ∗ (t))dt + σ



√
V ∗ (t) dtZv

(8)

UNG

Nt

Figure 4.

ZS

Poisson Generator block

The Poisson Generator block generates a series of numbers following Poisson distribution for the next block; the
mean θ of the Poisson distribution are set from Jump Paras
input. The HW implementation of the Poisson Generator is
presented in Figure 4, following the algorithm in described
in Figure 3.9 of [10].
Taking into account the Jump Paras and Possion number
Nt from previous block, the Jump Generator computes the
sudden change in stock price and passes the result to the
Price Core Module. These 2 blocks are available in the
pricing engine of Merton and Bates models only.
The GNGs block is used to generate a series of numbers
following Gaussian distribution. Firstly, the uniform random

V (t + dt) = V (t) + kpd − V ∗ (t) ∗ kd + sd ∗



V ∗ (t)Zv (9)

√
where kpd = κ ∗ θ ∗ dt; kd = κ ∗ dt; and sd = σ ∗ dt
do not change over iterations and are precomputed in the
Coeff. Precomputation block.
The Price Core computes the movement of the price for
the next time step and has two different implementation
versions for SV models (Heston, Bates) and non-SV models
(BS and Merton). Moreover, the discretization formula of
this block is also differentiated by the Jump component.
Therefore, the discretization formulas of Black Scholes
and Heston model are given as in Equation 10, 11 [16].
While considering the Jump component, the coefﬁcient r is
adjusted as in Equation 12 [4] and the discretization scheme
for Merton and Bates are described in Equation 13, 14. The
decision on conﬁguring the appropriate version for this block
again depends on the Model Paras input.
√
S(t + dt) = S(t) ∗ exp((r − 0.5 ∗ σ 2 )dt + σ dtZs )

(10)

Table I
I MPLEMENTATION FOR DIFFERENT O PTION T YPES
Option Type
Vanilla

Carry Value
NA

Carry Core
NA

Asian

Sum of previous prices

Ssum = Ssum + St

Barrier
Binary
Lookback

Existence
NA
Min of previous prices

E = E&(St < H)
NA
Smin = min(Smin , St )

A. Comparison with SW implementations

radj = r − λ ∗ (exp(a + 0.5 ∗ b2 ) − 1)

(12)

√
S(t + dt) = S(t) ∗ exp((radj − 0.5 ∗ σ 2 )dt + σ dtZs + J)
(13)
S(t + dt) = S(t) ∗ exp((radj − 0.5 ∗ V (t))dt +



dtV (t)Zs + J)
(14)

The Carry Core, which computes the additional value
needed to be carried during the pricing path to deﬁne
special execution condition. The Carried Value and their
implementation for speciﬁc type of options such as Asian
Option, Barrier Option and Lookback Option are presented
in Table I.
The Payoff Core is computed only once per simulated path
at maturity T and its conﬁguration depends on the value of
Option Type Parameters. The implementations for different
option types are given in Table I. For the sake of brevity,
only the formula for Call options are presented. Finally, the
price of all the simulated paths are accumulated to form the
ﬁnal accumulated price.
As can be seen from the implementation of Variance Core,
Price Core and Existence Core modules, the result values of
these blocks are dependent on the values from previous time
steps which are stored and transfered to them by the Loop
back Block.
VI. E XPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A series of experiments are conducted to evaluate the
efﬁciency and performance of the hardware accelerators
generated from our framework. In our implementation, the
option pricing request is described in XML format, the
proposed design ﬂow and optimization framework in Section
IV are developed using Python and Maxeler IDE [15]. The
generic Pricing Engine in Section V is developed by Maxj
data ﬂow language, the Java High Level Synthesis language
from Maxeler [15]. All 4 pricing engines are developed with
C-slow optimization techniques [24]. The experiment results
are obtained by implementing and running the engines
on Maxeler Workstation model MAX3424A [15], which
features with a Xilinx Virtex-6 SX475T FPGA device and
Intel Core i7 870 2.93 GHz with 16GB RAM.

In the ﬁrst experiment, we compare the throughput of
our FPGA accelerators with the software implementation
for CPU. The competitor in this experiment is the online
option pricing service Premia provided by INRIA (the
French national institute for research in computer science
and control) [2]. For all the models, we choose to price
European Vanilla Option with 1 million paths and 100
time steps. The throughput of both implementations and the
speedup of our pricing engines over the CPU implementation
are reported in Figure 6. As can be observed from the Figure,
all the pricing engines from our framework achieve two
orders of magnitudes higher throughput over the SW implementations. The speedup is more signiﬁcant for complex
models since each simulated path of these models requires
much more computation effort and execution time for SW
implementation. On the other hand, for highly pipelined
hardware accelerators with one output per clock cycle, the
complex data path of these models do not signiﬁcantly affect
the throughput of the engine.
B. Comparison with other HW accelerators
To further examine the performance of our HW accelerators, we compare the throughput and speedup of our
pricing engine with other available engines in literature.
Since there is no work covering all the pricing models as
ours, we have considered different competitors: for the Black
Scholes engine the most recent work is reported by [22],
while the most efﬁcient manual design is proposed in [23];
for Heston pricing engine, [8] is the work using the same
Monte Carlo method; for Bates models, the only available
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(11)

Throughput(Mp/s)

S(t + dt) = S(t) ∗ exp((r − 0.5 ∗ V (t))dt +



Payoff Core
C = max(ST − K; 0)
Ssum
− K; 0)
C = max(
n
C = (E)?max(ST − K; 0) : 0
C = (ST > K)?Q : 0
C = max(Smin − K; 0)

Table II
C OMPARISON WITH OTHER HW IMPLEMENTATIONS
Work
[23]
[22]
[8]
[5]
[1]
Ours

FPGA
Virtex 5
Virtex 5
Virtex 5
Zynq
Virtex 6
Virtex 6

Frequency
200
80
100
100
175
115-140

BS
3200
640
NA
NA
NA
1680

Throughput
Merton
Heston
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
142.7
NA
459
NA
NA
920
1080

Bates
NA
NA
NA
NA
700
738

work reported is from Maxeler [1]. Table II summarizes the
comparison results. Since the results from above-mentioned
works were reported with different pricing set-up (option
type, number of simulated paths, number of time steps),
we used throughput (number of computed time steps per
second) as the performance metrics to put all the results
in the same perspective. As can be seen from the table,
our engine for Black Scholes model has around 2.25 times
better performance over the design in [22] and achieves
about 45% performance of the highly customized design
in [23]. For the Heston models, the accelerators from our
framework have clear advantage over previous works. Part of
the reasons for this improvement comes from the technology
of the devices, but the main explanation comes from our
highly pipelined architecture. For the Bates model, we use
the same technology as Maxeler implementation but can
achieve around 5% improvement in throughput by using
more efﬁcient discretization scheme and simpler methods
of generating volatility.
Although the main advantage of our proposed framework
is the productivity and reduction on development time, it is
hard to quantify and compare with previous work in this
aspect. From authors’ experience, following the framework
and modular architecture, a designer with little knowledge
about option pricing applications can develop a new engine
for new models or new option types in less than a week.
VII. C ONCLUSION
In this work, a framework for generating option pricing
hardware accelerators has been proposed. The framework
is combined with a highly modular architecture design
that can cover four popular pricing models and numerous
type of options. Moreover, a heuristic for ﬁnding local
optimal parameter set for the pricing engines is developed to
further improve the performance of generated accelerators.
As a result, the engines developed from our framework can
achieve a speedup of 2 orders of magnitude compared to SW
implementations and overcome most of other reported accelerators. In the future, we plan to develop performance and
hardware resource models for each of the pricing engines
to reduce the time for estimating performance and hardware
usage so that we can apply more sophisticated optimization
techniques for design space exploration. Another direction
that we would like to consider is to develop the framework
on Vivado HLS platform to bring more ﬂexibility and further
performance improvement to the architecture.
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